A moderate thermal dose is sufficient for effective free and TSL based thermochemotherapy
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ABSTRACT

Hyperthermia, i.e. heating the tumor to a temperature of 40–43 °C is considered by many a valuable treatment to sensitize tumor cells to radiotherapy and chemotherapy. In recent randomized trials the great potential of adding hyperthermia to chemotherapy was demonstrated for treatment of high risk soft tissue sarcoma: +11.4% 5 yrs. overall survival (OS) and for ovarian cancer with peritoneal involvement nearly +12 months OS gain. As a result interest in combining chemotherapy with hyperthermia, i.e. thermochemotherapy, is growing. Extensive biological research has revealed that hyperthermia causes multiple effects, from direct cell kill to improved oxygenation, whereby each effect has a specific temperature range. Thermal sensitization of the tumor cell for chemotherapy occurs for many drugs at temperatures ranging from 40 to 42 °C with little additional increase of sensitization at higher temperatures. Increasing perfusion/oxygenation and increased extravasation are two other important hyperthermia induced mechanisms. The combination of free drug and hyperthermia has not been found to increase tumor drug concentration. Hence, enhanced effectiveness of free drug will depend on the thermal sensitization of the tumor cells for the applied drug. In contrast to free drugs, experimental animal studies combining hyperthermia and thermo-sensitive liposomal (TSL) drugs delivery have demonstrated to result in a substantial increase of the drug concentration in the tumor. For TSL based chemotherapy, hyperthermia is critical to both increase perfusion and extravasation as well as to trigger TSL drug release, whereby the temperature controlled induction of a local high drug concentration in a highly permeable vessel is driving the enhanced drug uptake in the tumor. Increased drug concentrations up to 26 times have been reported in rodents. Good control of the tissue temperature is required to keep temperatures below 43 °C to prevent vascular stasis. Further, careful timing of the drug application relative to the start of heating is required to benefit optimal from the combined treatment. From the available experimental data it follows that irrespective whether chemotherapy is applied as free drug or using a thermal sensitive liposomal carrier, the optimal thermal dose for combined treatment. From the available experimental data it follows that irrespective whether chemotherapy is applied as free drug or using a thermal sensitive liposomal carrier, the optimal thermal dose for thermochemotherapy should be 40–42 °C for 30–60 min, i.e. equivalent to a CEM43 of 1–15 min. Timing is critical: most free drug should be applied simultaneous with heating, whereas TSL drugs should be applied 20–30 min after the start of hyperthermia.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The publication of Cavaliere et al. [1] in 1967 was the first clinical study to demonstrate the clinical potential of hyperthermia to boost the effectiveness of chemotherapy. In their study Cavaliere et al. showed that hyperthermic (41.5–43.5 °C) regional perfusion of isolated limbs resulted in complete disappearance of the tumor in 10 of 22 patients. The subsequently general interest raised in the combined application of heat and drugs is believed to be the fundament of today’s interest in the application of hyperthermia as sensitizing agent specific for chemotherapy but also for its combination with radiotherapy.

During the last decades extensive biological research has been performed to identify the biological mechanisms induced by hyperthermia alone as well as in combination with radiotherapy or chemotherapy. As a result of this research hyperthermia is considered by many a strong if not the strongest biological sensitizer for radiotherapy and chemotherapy [2–5]. In early years the general strategy was that independent whether hyperthermia was combined with radiotherapy or chemotherapy the aim should be to apply hyperthermia with the minimum temperature in the tumor exceeding 42 °C to maximize the effect of induced direct cell kill and direct sensitization of radiotherapy or chemotheraphy. However, the experience obtained from early clinical studies showed that with the hyperthermia equipment available in the late 1980’s applying hyperthermia at a minimum tumor temperature of 42 °C was not realistic [6–8]. In contrast, the numerous positive
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randomized trials combining hyperthermia with radiotherapy published in the 1990’s and early 2000’s reported that the impressive and statistically significant improved treatment outcome (local-control and survival) were obtained with average target temperatures in the range of 40–42 °C [9–18]. Hence, indicating that the ability of hyperthermia to improve tumor oxygenation and reduce repair of DNA damage are dominating factors explaining the heat induced enhancement of radiotherapy or chemotherapy effectiveness.

1.1. Phase III trials for chemotherapy plus hyperthermia

The current revival of clinical interest in combining chemotherapy plus hyperthermia follows publication of several phase III trials [19–37] in the last two decades with encouraging results for different tumor entities. Table 1 provides a list of phase III studies comparing chemotherapy vs chemotherapy plus hyperthermia for which a full paper has been published in a peer reviewed journal. The 2003 publication of the results of the phase III study of Hyperthermic Intravesoal Chemo-

therapy (HIVEC) in high-risk non-muscle invasive bladder cancer by Colombo et al. reporting an increase of 17 to 57% in the 2-yrs recurrence free survival marks a growing interest in HIVEC. Long term results were published in 2011 showing a three-fold increase in the 10 yrs. DFS for the HIVEC group (53% MMC + hyperthermia vs 17% MMC-alone) and confirmed the encouraging early results [19,20]. Other randomized controlled trials (RCTs) showed the impact of doubling the MMC dose on treatment outcome [25,26]. Arendt et al. [27] compared for the same patient group the efficiency of standard therapy with BCG with MMC + hyperthermia and found in the group of patient analyzed according to the treatment delivered per protocol (pp) a statistical significant improved recurrence free survival at 2 yr, increase from 65% for BCG to 82% for MMC + hyperthermia. Lamers et al. [38] conclude in their systemic review that MMC based thermochemotherapy reduces the risk of NMIBC recurrence by 59% when compared with MMC alone. Overall bladder preservation after thermochemotherapy is 87.6%. However, due to the limited number of randomized trials and different study designs, definitive conclusions cannot be drawn with respect to time to recurrence and time to progression [38].

The application of hyperthermic intraperitoneal chemotherapy (HIPEC) has been investigated as 1) an adjuvant treatment in close connection to primary surgery of patients with gastric cancer and colon cancer to reduce the risk for a peritoneal recurrence/metastases or 2) as a follow-up treatment for patients that already present with intra-peritoneal tumor growth after earlier treatment. Five RCTs addressed the potential of HIPEC to prevent peritoneal carcinomatosis [28–32]. Three of the five studies report a benefit on treatment outcome for the treatment including HIPEC [29–31]. However, the most recent and largest RCT by Klaver et al. [32] finds that adding HIPEC to standard treatment (surgery plus adjuvant systemic chemotherapy) does not translate in a higher probability of patients with peritoneal free survival at 18 months after treatment. The use of HIPEC as treatment for patients already presenting with peritoneal carcinomatosis of colorectal, gastric and ovarian cancer has been published in four RCTs [22,33–36]. All four RCTs show that adding HIPEC to cytoreductive surgery (CRS) results in an improved overall survival. The study by Van Driell et al. [22] on the use of HIPEC in ovarian cancer reports longer median overall survival for the surgery plus HIPEC arm by nearly 12 months. However, following the results of the PRODIGE 7 trial [39] investigating HIPEC with oxaliplatin for 30 min in a well-defined cohort of patients who are meeting precise inclusion and exclusion criteria, there is ongoing discussion whether HIPEC should remain first line treatment for patients with peritoneal carcinomatosis of colorectal origin [40,41]. The use of chemotherapy plus hyperthermia for the treatment of solid tumors has been reported in two RCTs [23,24,37] with the most recent study by Issels et al. [23,24] showing an impressive increase in median overall survival from 6.2 yrs. for neoadjuvant chemotherapy (EIA) alone to 15.4 yrs. when hyperthermia is added. Within Germany the positive outcome of this phase III study translated in the requirement that any Soft Tissue Sarcoma center must provide hyperthermia.

Notably, in all these level I evidence thermochemotherapy studies the average temperatures applied ranged from 40 to 42 °C, i.e. temperatures that can be achieved realistically in clinical practice with current hyperthermia technology. The promising clinical results, together with highly innovative approaches for advanced drug delivery using smart temperature triggered drug carriers [42,43] has invoked a new interest from the medical oncology community in hyperthermia. To address the question on what thermal dose should be best applied in the combined treatment of chemotherapy plus hyperthermia this review identifies three strategies of interaction along which hyperthermia may act to enhance the effectiveness of chemotherapy: thermal sensitization, thermal enhanced perfusion and thermal enhanced extravasation. An additional consideration for the applied thermal dose follows from the temperature required to trigger thermal drug release using smart drug delivery carriers. For each strategy a potential relation with thermal dose is discussed. A brief discussion is included on thermal dose effect relationship in their clinical data. The review ends with summarizing the required thermal dose for thermochemotherapy and how this translates in demands for current and future hyperthermia technology.

2. Chemotherapy and tumor microenvironment

Characteristic for solid tumors is their chaotic vasculature. As a result tumor growth is highly controlled by the poor microenvironmental conditions. At the same time the microenvironment is highly determinative for the efficacy of the chemotherapy. In general the vasculature network of the tumor is primitive and chaotically developed resulting in inadequate supply of oxygen and nutrients as well as inadequate removal of waste products. As a consequence, tumors generally contain regions of low oxygenation (hypoxia) that are associated with elevated interstitial fluid pressure, glycolysis, low pH and reduced bioenergetic status. Tumor cells under these conditions are still viable but demonstrate substantial resistance to conventional radiotherapy and chemotherapy [44–49]. Although, there is growing understanding that poor microenvironmental conditions also influences the tumors aggressiveness and metastatic spread by modifying intracellular pathways [48], hypoxia is still considered a major critical factor for treatment resistance [45,50]. A secondary effect of the poor vascular network of tumor is that vascular based drug delivery is restricted with the lowest drug concentration at the hypoxic regions. In addition with enlarged distances between tumor vessels, drugs have to diffuse over larger distances, further compromising drug concentration at tumors cells located away of functional vessels.

Conventional chemotherapy is mostly effective against rapidly dividing cells, whereby the agents are non-selective. Although, aimed to kill preferentially tumor cells the chemotherapy will also damage the rapidly dividing normal healthy tissue cells, causing severe and unintended and undesirable side effects. The above explained tumor characteristics causes the bio-accessibility of the drug to the tumors cells to be poor, for which higher systemic drug doses are required to improve outcome. However, higher doses also lead to increased toxicity and incidence of multi-drug resistance [51,52]. Therefore it is desirable to combine chemotherapy with other therapies to enhance drug delivery at the site of the tumor, targeting to enhance drug selectivity and increase sensitivity, i.e. sensitization, of the tumor cells for the drug applied.

3. Hyperthermia: biological effects

Research on the biological effects of hyperthermia during the last decades focused on the so-called mild hyperthermia, i.e. temperature
ranging of 39–42 °C, and revealed that the biological and physiological effects induced by mild hyperthermia are capable of boosting the effectiveness of chemotherapy and radiotherapy to kill tumor cells [2–5,47,53–56]. Excellent reviews by Issels [56], van den Tempel et al. [55], Oei et al. [5,57], Dewhirst et al. [2] provide clear and detailed overviews of the various macroscopic (perfusion, tumor microenvironment) and microscopic (exuding DNA repair, blocking cell survival, mechanistic sensitization, cellular thermal stress response) biological effects induced by mild hyperthermia. Independent of any synergistic action between chemotherapy and hyperthermia is the ability of hyperthermia to selectively kill tumor cells under hypoxic and acidic conditions at temperatures of 42 °C and up. A direct consequence of the poor blood flow in the hypoxic regions is that the limited heat dissipation by perfusion makes them easy to heat, i.e. higher temperatures are more easily achieved. It is widely accepted that tumor cells under hypoxic and acidic conditions are selectively killed by hyperthermia as they are much more sensitive to heat than cells in a well-oxygenated environment [58,59]. In addition, at
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**Table 1** Randomized Trials of chemotherapy and hyperthermia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Tumor</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Control arm</th>
<th>Study arm</th>
<th>Temperature [°C] and duration [min]</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Control arm</th>
<th>Study arm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIVEC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombo et al. 2003, 2011</td>
<td>NMIBC: Intermediate or high risk</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>MMC-alone: 20 mg/50 ml</td>
<td>MMC + HT</td>
<td>40–44 °C; 60 min.</td>
<td>Recurrence</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gofrit et al. 2004</td>
<td>NMIBC: Ta/1 G2–3 high-risk</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>MMC + HT 20 mg/50 ml</td>
<td>MMC + HT 40 mg/50 ml</td>
<td>40–44 °C; 60 min.</td>
<td>Recurrence</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moskovitz et al. 2005</td>
<td>NMIBC: Intermediate and high risk</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>MMC + HT 20 mg/50 ml</td>
<td>MMC + HT 40 mg/50 ml</td>
<td>40–44 °C; 60 min.</td>
<td>Recurrence</td>
<td>10 m.</td>
<td>10 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arends 2011</td>
<td>NMIBC: Intermediate and high-risk</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>BCG (full dose)</td>
<td>MMC + HT 20 mg/50 ml MMC</td>
<td>42 ± 2 °C; 60 min.</td>
<td>RFS at 24 m</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIPEC in adjuvant setting to prevent peritoneal recurrence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanazoe et al. 1994</td>
<td>Gastric cancer</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Surgery alone</td>
<td>Surgery + HIPEC MMC (10 mg/l)</td>
<td>-43 °C; 60 min.</td>
<td>OS 5 yrs.</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>64.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujimoto et al. 1999</td>
<td>Advanced gastric cancer</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>Surgery alone</td>
<td>Surgery + HIPEC MMC 10 mg/l</td>
<td>-43 °C; 120 min.</td>
<td>OS 2 yrs</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yonemura et al. 2001</td>
<td>T2–4 gastric cancer</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>#1 - CRS</td>
<td>#2 - CRS + HIPEC 30 mg MMC + 300 mg cisplatin 6–8 l/min</td>
<td>#2: 42–43 °C; 37 °C #3: 37 °C</td>
<td>OS 5 yrs</td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cui et al. 2014</td>
<td>Advanced gastric cancer</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>#1 Control: surgery alone</td>
<td>#2 - Preop chemo-Surgery</td>
<td>#2: 41–43 °C; 90 min.</td>
<td>3 yrs. OS</td>
<td>35.4%</td>
<td>#2–62.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klaver et al. 2019</td>
<td>Colon Cancer</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>Resection primary tumor adjuvant systemic chemotherapy</td>
<td>Standard plus HIPEC iv SFU (400 mg/m2) + leucovorin (20 mg/m2) + peritoneal oxaliplatin (460 mg/m2)</td>
<td>42–43 °C; 30 min.</td>
<td>Peritoneal freedom survival at 18 m.</td>
<td>76.2%</td>
<td>80.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIPEC for treatment of peritoneal metastasis</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verwaal et al. 2003, 2008</td>
<td>Peritoneal carcinomatosis of colorectal cancer</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>Systemic chemotherapy (SFU leucovorin)</td>
<td>CRS + HIPEC (MMC 70 mg max) + syst. Chemotherapy</td>
<td>40–42 °C; 90 min.</td>
<td>median PFS</td>
<td>7.7 m.</td>
<td>12.6 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang et al. 2011</td>
<td>Gastric cancer</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>CRS-alone</td>
<td>CRS + HIPEC (Cisp. 120 mg + MMC 30 mg in 8 l)</td>
<td>43 ± 0.5 °C; 60–90 min.</td>
<td>42.5 °C; 60 min.</td>
<td>Median OS</td>
<td>6.5 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spiliotis et al. 2015</td>
<td>Recurrent Ovarian cancer after initial surgery and systemic chemo</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>CRS followed by systemic chemo</td>
<td>CRS + HIPEC (Cisp + Paclitaxel or doxorubicin + paclitaxel/MMC + systemic chemo</td>
<td>42.5 °C; 60 min.</td>
<td>Mean OS</td>
<td>13.4 m.</td>
<td>26.7 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Driel et al. 2018</td>
<td>Ovarian Cancer</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>CRS + HIPEC (100 mg/m2 Cisp)</td>
<td>40 °C; 90 min.</td>
<td>median OS</td>
<td>33.9 m.</td>
<td>45.7 m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Conventional chemo plus hyperthermia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugimachi et al. 1994</td>
<td>Oesophageal Ca</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Chemotherapy (30 mg Bleo + 50 mg Cisp) + surgery</td>
<td>Chemotherapy + HT (intraluminal)</td>
<td>42–45 °C; 30 min.</td>
<td>Pathological effectiveness</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issels et al. 2010, 2018</td>
<td>High risk soft tissue sarcoma</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>Neo-adjuvant chemotherapy (EIA)</td>
<td>EIA plus regional hyperthermia</td>
<td>40–42 °C; 60 min.</td>
<td>median OS</td>
<td>6.2 yrs</td>
<td>15.4 yrs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Bold signifies statistical significance.

**HIPEC:** Hyperthermic intravesical chemotherapy; HIPEC: Hyperthermic Intraperitoneal Chemotherapy.

**RFS:** recurrence free survival; **PFS:** progression free survival; **DSS:** disease specific survival.

**EIA:** etoposide, ifosfamide, and Adriamycin.

**CRS:** cytoreductive surgery.

* Median follow-up.

b Bold is statistical significant.
temperatures between 41 and 43 °C hyperthermia increases membrane permeability (thermal sensitization) and reduces repair of DNA damage, both increasing the effectiveness of drugs to kill tumor cells [4,55]. Finally, already at relative low temperatures perfusion and extravasation is enhanced resulting in an increased drug delivery and availability at the tumor [46,60–62]. The temperature ranges for the different effects are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Together the above illustrates that mild hyperthermia is an ideal complementary treatment to combine with chemotherapy as it provides all the required benefits in a single treatment to enhance killing of the hypoxic tumor cells, i.e. the cells relatively insensitive for chemotherapy and to boost drug effectiveness. The plethora of thermal effects can be used to enhance the effectiveness of chemotherapy following different objectives (Fig. 2). The first and simplest one aims only at direct thermal sensitization of the applied drug. The second objective aims only at temperature modulated enhanced perfusion and extravasation to increase tumor drug concentration, hyperthermia is given prior to the administration of the chemotherapy. In the third objective the aim is to combine the increase in perfusion and extravasation with a temperature triggered drug release specific at the site of the target in order to maximize drug concentration in the tumor. Often it will be difficult to apply the treatment with a clear separation between the effects of objective one and two, with time interval between drug and hyperthermia administration, absolute temperature and duration of heating as discriminating factors between both objectives. This third objective is more exclusive as it requires the use of chemotherapy delivered by thermal sensitive liposomes. This approach is currently by many considered to be the most potent one to improve tumor specific drug absorption.

4. Current use of thermal dose in thermochemotherapy

Essential for the development of optimal treatment strategies for thermochemotherapy is that besides the dose prescription of the chemotherapy, the quality of the applied hyperthermia treatment is quantified using an appropriate thermal dose parameter. The answer to what is the appropriate thermal dose parameter is not easily given. The most important feature of a thermal dose parameter is that it should be able to reflect the dominant mechanisms of interaction between the drug used and the level of heating achieved [63].

Studies investigating the thermal dose effect relationship in thermochemotherapy are extremely rare [64–66]. In contrast, finding a thermal dose effect relationship for the combined radiotherapy and hyperthermia treatment has received interest from early clinical application. Over the past decades many clinical studies have been published demonstrating thermal dose effect relations using various expression of temperature alone (average-, minimum temperature) or as parameter integrating the combined effect of time and temperature [67–73]. In current daily practice, the cumulative equivalent minutes at 43 °C (CEM43) model is the most common used model to report the quality or thermal dose of the hyperthermia treatment applied [2,74,75]. The CEM43 model provides a normalizing tool to convert various time-temperature exposures to an equivalent exposure time in minutes at a reference temperature, commonly 43 °C, using the formula:

\[ \text{CEM43} = \int_0^t R^{(43-T)} \, dt \, [\text{min}] \]

In this formula T represents the actual applied temperature of the target tissue and R the factor to compensate for a 1 °C temperature change. R is experimental determined and has been set at a value of 0.5 for T > 43 °C, i.e. the equivalent time doubles per degree temperature increase, and 0.25 for T ≤ 43 °C, i.e. the equivalent time decrease by a factor of four per degree temperature decrease.

Although the model is widely used in studies searching for thermal dose effect relationships, the ability of the CEM43 concept to predict thermal initiated cell kill has a serious number of limitations as explained in detail elsewhere [75]. For patients with locally advanced cervical cancer (LACC) that were treated by thermoradiotherapy, with hyperthermia applied using a fixed exposure time and number of treatments, CEM43 and Trise has been shown to correlate with treatment outcome in a large study (n = 420), independently of the radiotherapy dose parameters [68]. TRISE is a thermal dose parameter based on the temperature exceeded by 50% of measurement sites and duration of heating [68]. Most recent, the predictive value of Trise has been replicated in an independent study involving 227 patients diagnosed with LACC [76]. Besides these clinical studies, there is still ongoing research in developing multiparameter mathematical models to capture the complex interaction of hyperthermia with tumor and normal tissue cells in a single formula [77–80].

In their excellent review Issels et al. [81] identify six hallmarks of hyperthermia as targeted therapy that should be considered when designing a clinical trial combining chemotherapy and hyperthermia. For four of the six hallmarks (blocking cell survival, inducing cellular stress response, evading DNA repair, sensitization to radiotherapy and...
chemotherapy) the relation of the magnitude of the biological effect of the hallmark with thermal dose, i.e. temperature and duration of exposure, is exponential and in general following the CEM43 model [4,5,3,8,8,2,8,3]. The thermal dose effect relationship for the hallmark ‘modulating immune response’ is less clear, still being subject of research [17]. For the last hallmark ‘changing tumor environment’ the dominant biological mechanism is the ability of hyperthermia to change the tumor blood perfusion and vascular permeability [8,4,8,5], with associated physiological improvements. The relation of thermal dose with increased perfusion is complex but can also be covered with the CEM43 model. In summary, application of the CEM43 model to integrate the history of the applied temperature time profile has a rational from the biological and physiological effects and is to be considered as a practical solution even though it is based on direct cell kill. For a more extensive discussion see recent reviews on thermal dose parameters [2,5,3,7,5,8,6].

4.1. Direct sensitization of chemotherapy by hyperthermia

Although in general the combined treatment of chemotherapy with hyperthermia will increase treatment effectiveness the underlying mechanism for the thermal enhancement is complex and varies with the type of drug. Earlier Issels has classified the interaction of heat and chemotherapy in three categories [5,6,8,7]:

1. Independent, hyperthermia and the drug appear to act by independent mechanisms.

2. Additive, hyperthermia results in additional damage: with increasing temperature the effectiveness of the cytotoxic mechanism is enhanced.

3. Synergistic, little or no thermal sensitization occurs at low temperatures, but marked sensitization occurs at temperatures above 42 °C.

According to Issels [5,6,8,7] antimitabolites (e.g. 5-fluorouracil, methotrexate) and vinca-alkaloids or taxanes (paclitaxel and docetaxel) do not show any significant thermal enhancement of cytotoxicity, i.e. the combined effect of heat and drug exposure upon cell survival is equal with the effect of each individual treatment alone (=independent action). The efficacy of alkylating agents (e.g. cyclophosphamide, ifosfamide and melphalan) and nitrosoureas (e.g. BCNU) was enhanced by hyperthermia, both in vitro and in vivo (additive). For these agents timing of drug and heat delivery was shown to be important with, in general, maximum effect in vivo when the agents were applied immediately before hyperthermia. Gemcitabine (2’,2’-difluorodesocytidine) is an exception: simultaneous application led to decreased cytotoxicity, while an interval of 24 h led to an enhanced cell killing [89]. Some drugs are only enhanced, e.g. bleomycin, above a threshold temperature of 42.5 °C, while platinum drugs and alkylating agents show a gradual increase of the effect with increasing temperatures. For cisplatin and analogues (e.g. carboplatin) a potentiating effect of hyperthermia on cytotoxicity has been demonstrated already at relatively low temperatures of 40.5 °C. Table 2 shows in vivo TER-values as reported by Urano et al. for common drugs and various tumor types as measured in animal experiments. In general, in vivo TER varies between drugs and tumors, but if a TER exists a common value is between 1.5 and 2.5 in the temperature range of 40–42.5 °C with only a relative small increase at higher temperatures. However, for some specific combinations of drugs and tumor types the TER may reach higher values, whereby one should note that for temperatures above 43 °C a part of the increase in the TER was reported to be a contribution of direct thermal cell kill. Interesting for Ifosfamide is that increasing the treatment time from 30 to 90 min at 41.5 °C increased the TER from 1.52 to 3.60 [90].

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Thermal enhancement ratio (TER)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40–42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tumor type</td>
<td>FSa-II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclophosphamide</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ifosfamide (30 min)</td>
<td>3.6 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melphalan</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bleomycin</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitomycin C</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-Fluorouracil</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doxorubicin</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data taken from Urano et al. [90].

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the different synergistic combinations of chemotherapy and hyperthermia, with as challenges to increase drug concentration and focus heating to the tumor. Enhanced treatment outcome might follow by heat: enhancing the effectiveness of the chemotherapy, improved drug delivery by perfusion and extravasation, boosting local drug release at the tumor by using thermo-sensitive liposome drug carriers.
In addition to the use of thermochemotherapy as a first line treatment approach, experimental research has shown that chemoresistance could be reversed, at least partially, by the addition of heat for several anticancer drugs (e.g. CDDP, mitomycin C, anthracyclines, BCNU, melphalan) including CDDP especially for CDDP-resistant cells [91,92]. The experimental results are recently supported by Wessalowski et al. In a phase 2 study, involving 44 children and adolescent with refractory or recurrent malignant germ-cell tumors, they report encouraging long term results for local tumor control after retreating them using the same chemotherapy in combination hyperthermia as a salvage protocol [156].

Clearly, for designing the strategy to combine chemotherapy and hyperthermia in primary or recurrent setting a good understanding of the action mechanism between the two agents is crucial to achieve maximal clinical effect and to define realistic demands on sequence of and interval time between each agent, overall treatment time as well as the required optimal tumor temperature range (40–44°C).

4.2. Hyperthermia and perfusion

The first physiological reaction of human tissue on an increase of tissue temperature is an increase in blood perfusion. This physiological response has however, a complex character and depending on the exposure time and height of the temperature, opposite effects on tumor perfusion [62,93–98].

Within the hyperthermia field consensus exist that the changes in perfusion are paralleled by similar changes in tumor oxygenation. Heat induced perfusion effects and presumably also the proportionality between perfusion and oxygenation changes, varies between species, tumor types, the applied thermal dose, the time of measurement (directly after heat or 24 h later), number of heat fractions and also the rate of heating [60,93–96]. The relation between improved perfusion and oxygenation is important as many anticancer drugs require molecular oxygen to be maximally cytotoxic (i.e. hypoxia can be a direct cause of therapeutic resistance) and tumor cell resistance is caused by hypoxia induced alterations in the cellular genome and proteome [48,99,100]. In animal studies, improvement in tumor oxygenation has been shown to increase tumor cell killing by cyclophosphamide, 1,3-bis(2-chloroethyl)-1-nitrosourea, Doxorubicin, and Taxol [101–103]. As reoxygenation occurs at relatively low thermal doses this should reflect in the thermal goals of hyperthermia [104].

Literature has shown that already a slight elevation of tissue temperature to 39–40°C results in an increase of tumor blood flow and improved microcirculation [60,62,95,105]. When tumor temperature is higher and the exposure time is longer, tumor perfusion will increase further until a threshold thermal dose is reached from where tumor blood flow will decrease. In general heating to temperatures between 40 and 42°C for 30–60 min are found to increase perfusion and oxygenation, although this will vary between tumor types and species. For tumors vascular stasis is expected to occur after heating for 60 to 120 min at temperatures around 43°C, while for normal tissue this is reported to occur after 60 min heating at 45–47°C [97,106]. Whereas for tumors the reported increase in perfusion is a factor two, the increase in perfusion for normal tissues like muscle and skin can reach a factor 10. Further, it has been shown that the resting perfusion levels and the ability to increase perfusion changes when multiple hyperthermia treatments are administered with 1–2 days interval, with the highest increase after the first heat exposure and stabilizing values for subsequent exposures [96]. Nearly all studies investigating the response of tumor and normal tissue perfusion on the thermal dose of the heat exposure have been obtained in rodents. Despite the general consensus that hyperthermia improves blood perfusion, studies in humans to assess tumor perfusion during or shortly after hyperthermia are still scarce and provide inconclusive data reporting increasing as well as decreasing tumor blood flow [107–113].

In contrast, the great potential of hyperthermia to increase drug delivery to a tumor with high interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) was recently demonstrated by Stapleton et al. [49]. They applied hyperthermia to a MDA-MB-231 human breast adenocarcinoma tumor modal located in the lower abdominal mammary fat pad of female SCID mice. Heating the tumor for 20 min at 42°C resulted in a rapid decrease of IFP to normal tissue levels, whereby the authors indicate that the initial bulk decrease in IFP following hyperthermia appeared to be driven by a significant increase in perfusion and vascular volume during the heat application. Applying a single dose of nanotherapeutics (Doxil) combined with heat resulted in an up to 2.2 fold increase in the enhanced volume fraction. Radial analysis also revealed greater concentration at the center of the tumor for heated vs the non-heated control animals. In a low IFP tumor type (4 T1) adding heat did not enhanced drug delivery.

In summary, hyperthermia at 40–42°C for 30–60 min results in an increased perfusion of the tumor during and immediately after heating, that is mirrored by an improved pO2 level. A temperature of 43°C can be used but provides an increased risk of vascular stasis to occur after 60 min of heating. There is still an ongoing discussion on the duration of the increased perfusion and pO2 level. However, when carefully selecting the temperature and duration of heating, it seems reasonable to assume that the improved conditions are indeed present for the duration of drug circulation in the body as was shown by the Stapleton et al. study [49].

4.3. Hyperthermia and extravasation

In a recent review Dewhirst and Secomb [114] have extensively discussed current understanding of the complex path of transporting drugs from the intravenous injection to the tumor cells to be killed. Once the drug has arrived at the microvascular structure of the tumor, the drugs have to cross the layer of endothelial cells, which is considered the main transport barrier. The ability of drugs to cross this barrier is high for small lipophilic solutes (e.g. O2). Larger and hydrophilic solutes can only pass through gaps between the endothelial cells [114,115]. As explained above characteristic for tumors is their chaotic vasculature. The fast proliferation of the endothelial cells in the tumor vessel wall causes less tight junctions between the cells. In animal models it is commonly found that tumor vasculature is leaky (10× more than normal vessels [114]) and that the large pores allow under normal conditions passage of macromolecules or nanoparticles up to a diameter around 100 nm. Whether the same effect occurs also in humans is still debated [116–119]. When mild hyperthermia is applied to the tumor the higher temperature causes an increase of perfusion and a shrinkage of the endothelial cells (disaggregation of the endothelial cell cytoskeleton). This process translates in enhanced extravasation though the thermally induced larger pores between the endothelial cells. The potential impact of the thermally induced enhanced extravasation on drug concentration in the tumor has been investigated in multiple studies and the level of extravasation was found to vary between tumors and to depend on the intrinsic permeability of the tumor vasculature [106,120–129].

In-vivo experimental studies using the dorsal skin flap window chamber model have shown the existence of a temperature threshold for enhancing extravasation. Kong et al. [106] reports a threshold of 39°C for extravasation in human SKOV-3 ovarian carcinoma, while for temperatures from 40 to 42°C nanoparticle extravasation increases with temperature. Maximum extravasation was noted at the end of the 60 min heat exposure at 42°C. In the SKOV-3 tumor model hemorrhaging and collapsing of vessels occurs after several minutes of exposure at 43°C. After heating the enhanced extravasation returned to normal at 6 h post heating. Interestingly they report the existence of vascular thermotolerance: re-heating of the tumor at 42 °C for 1 h following 8 h after the first heating does not result in any increase of extravasation. Li et al. [85,130] also used the window chamber model to investigate thermal dose dependence of extravasation in four
different tumors, i.e. murine B16 melanoma, BFS-1 sarcoma, Lewis Lung Carcinoma (LLC) and human BLM melanoma cells. They found that minimum exposure time at 41 °C to initiate liposome extravasation differed between tumors: murine BFS-1 sarcoma and LLC carcinoma required 20 min exposure while murine B16 melanoma and human BLM melanoma required 30 min exposure. In all tumors longer exposure time resulted in higher extravasation levels and also diffusion from the perivascular regions to deeper extravascular extracellular space (up to 27.5 μm from the vessels). Like Kong et al., Li et al. [85,106] reports that tumor vasculature permeability was preserved after heating. In their study Li et al. [85] found that permeability was preserved up to 8 h post-hyperthermia, though at a lesser extent and was completely lost at 24 h post-hyperthermia. They also observed that extravasation was heterogeneous within the tumor and also between different tumor models with extravasation in LLC carcinoma > murine B16 melanoma > murine BFS-1 sarcoma and human BLM melanoma. In all studies hyperthermia at 42 °C did not enable extravasation in normal vasculature. In Fig. 3 the findings of Kong et al. and Li et al. are presented graphically to illustrate the variability in the time needed to reach maximum extravasation and the duration of enhanced extravasation as reported by these authors.

4.4. Hyperthermia and tumor drug concentration

Several studies investigated whether hyperthermia may increase the concentration of free, i.e. non-encapsulated or non-liposomal, drugs in tumor tissue [84,119,128,130,131]. Kong et al., and Manzoor et al. reported no effect of hyperthermia on the tumor Dox concentration, when free DOX (5 mg/kg) was applied during heating at normal temperature (34 °C) or at 41–42 °C [84,130]. In contrast Ponce et al. reported a 2-fold increase of tumor DOX concentration when rats were given free DOX (5 mg/kg) during hyperthermia [128]. In this study interstitial tumor heating was used with a temperature gradient of 45–46 °C at the center to 39.0 °C at the tumor border. For other free drugs (CDDP) or combinations (DOX + Alvespimycin) application during hyperthermia was not found to affect tumor drug concentration [119,131]. The common opinion is that hyperthermia has little influence on the absorption of free drugs by the tumor. In general a small molecular weight chemotherapeutic, like DOX, has a short plasma half-life in systemic circulation. The rapidly declining vascular drug concentration will diminish the potential increase in drug absorption facilitated by hyperthermia driven enhanced vascular permeability.

In contrast to free drug the experimental animal studies combining hyperthermia and thermo-sensitive liposomal (TSL) drugs delivery as discussed above have demonstrated that this results in a substantial increase of the drug concentration in the tumor. Hereby, hyperthermia is the component that controls the initiation of enhanced drug extravasation, via increased tumor perfusion and permeability of the tumor vessels, as well as to trigger TSL drug release at the tumor location. The dominant factor in the process that drives the enhanced drug uptake in the tumor is the ability to nearly instantly create a very high drug concentration in the 'leaky' tumor vasculature [131,132]. In a recent overview Hijnen et al. [133] analyzed 13 studies investigating thermosensitive liposomal drug delivery mediated by hyperthermia using high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) with or without MR-guidance for temperature control. The benefit of MR-guided HIFU heating is the ability to deliver a precise controlled, spatial and temporal, temperature distribution of ±1 °C to tumors with a diameter up to 4 cm. In their analyses, Hijnen et al. [133], found the doxorubicin concentration to be up to 26 times higher in heated vs non heated tumors. Thermal dose reported varied from 15 to 40 min and 40–43 °C.

In summary, hyperthermia at 40–42 °C for 30–60 min is effective to realize sensitization of the tumor cells for the applied chemotherapy (TER 1.5–2.5) and to enhance tumor perfusion as well as extravasation that lasts for several hours. Hyperthermia also triggers the site specific TSL drug release that is mandatory to realize a high drug concentration in the permeable tumor vasculature, i.e. the driving force that ultimately results in the enhanced drug concentration in the tumor. Administration of chemotherapy and hyperthermia is preferably at the same time or as closely together as possible. If multiple administrations of thermochemotherapy are planned then these should be separated by approximately 72 h to avoid vascular thermotolerance for heat.

5. Role of thermal dose in heat mediated clinical drug delivery

When defining the strategy for an optimal thermal dose to be applied in thermochemotherapy it is important to consider the thermal dose constraints from:

- the drug perspective, i.e. thermal sensitization and improved drug uptake
- the perspective of patient tolerance, i.e. what thermal dose is safe and tolerated,
- the technology perspective, what thermal dose can be applied under good quality control and the ability for tumor specific delivery of the hyperthermia.

In the end the balance between these three perspectives will be made by the field, i.e. clinicians, patients and physicists. From an economical perspective also manufacturers will contribute by providing adequate equipment to easily apply thermochemotherapy, which can be seamless integrated in existing treatment protocols, like for instance

![Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the induction of enhanced extravasation induced by 60 min of heating at 40–42 °C following the data presented in [85,106]. The figure shows that hyperthermia at 40–42 °C for 30–60 min enhances extravasation quickly (30–60 min to maximum) followed by a decay over time and can last up to 24 h.](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.addr.2020.03.006)
HIPEC and HIVEC. Clearly, clinical treatment outcome will be decisive of this quest to the optimal thermal dose and ultimately for acceptance of thermochemotherapy.

5.1. Control of thermal dose

Many systems exists to apply hyperthermia. Each system has its own benefits with regard to its ability to preferentially heat the target volume, temperature monitoring, ease of use and total costs.

The most user friendly devices are the systems to apply hyperthermia in combination with drug perfusion as HIPEC or HIVEC. In these systems the perfusion liquid is heated to 42 °C and circulated in the peri- toneum or bladder. The homogeneity of heating is dictated by quality of perfusing the chemotherapeutic fluid through the organ. Clearly this is easier to control for the bladder than for the peritoneum [134–138].

For heating of tumors at all other places in the body a large variety of devices using either non-ionizing electromagnetic fields (EMF) or ultrasound (US) are available, with historical EMF systems being used more commonly. With EMF systems large tumor sizes can be heated at any location, superficial or deep, in the body. However, due to the long wavelength of the EMF – frequency range 10–915 MHz – the spatial resolution to control the heating pattern is limited to several centimeters. US systems use ultrasound energy to heat tissue operate in a frequency range of 0.5–8 MHz. The benefit of US is the short wavelength in tissue resulting in a tight heating focus of mm dimension and a much larger penetration depth in muscle tissue compared to EMF. A disadvantage of US is the high reflection at air to soft tissue transitions as well as the high absorption of US energy by bone. The small heating focus of US makes it ideal for small tumors but for heating large tumors advanced scanning technology is required. So far heating tumors to 4–5 cm diameter has been demonstrated in anesthetized animals. EMF systems have demonstrated in many clinical trials the ability to heat large volume tumors with sizes in any direction to above 10 cm.

The ability to preferentially heat the target volume depends besides the heating characteristics of the hyperthermia device also on the definition of the target volume. In HIVEC the target volume is the non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC). NMIBC is typically limited to the bladder wall in which small tumor nodules at multiple locations need to be heated [136]. A similar target definition applies for HIPEC tumor locations [137]. As for both indications tumor depth is limited to a few mm, heating by thermal conduction from the circulating and heated drug fluid is a simple, efficient and effective method to heat the tumor to 40–42 °C. However, for the larger solid tumors that are heated by EMF or US techniques it is advisable to define the volume to be heated larger than the gross tumor volume. For solid tumors the inflowing blood will be at 37 °C and need some distance in order to reach a temperature of 40–42 °C. When considering only the microenvironment the target volume to be heated should be extended by 2–3 cm, this should be sufficient to reach temperature equilibrium between the smaller vessels and tumor tissue [139–142].

5.2. Measuring thermal dose

In general every hyperthermia system is equipped with multi-sensor temperature probes to monitor the tissue temperature increase at either (minimal-) invasive or superficial location. Fiber-optic or Bowman (thermistor probe with high resistance carbon wires for read-out) temperature probes are immune for EMF and hence provide reliable temperature measurement. Fiber-optics probes can hold up to 6 sensors and hence can measure a temperature profile along the thermometry catheter track. Bowman probes are single sensor devices and use mechanical thermal mapping to measure a temperature profile along the thermometry catheter. Thermocouple probes consist of two metal (copper, constantan) wires and are sensitive to pick-up the RF-signal, and affect as well the EMF energy distribution pattern. Special RF-filtering and read-out procedures have been introduced to minimize these effects [143,144]. An advantage of thermocouples is that they are available with up to 14 sensors in a single probe [145,146]. Accurate temperature measurement using any of the invasive probes described are known to have high absorption of the acoustic signal by the plastic tubing encasing the fibers, thermistors and thermocouples. Rivens et al. [147] report that very fine-wire thermocouples are often the method of choice, though even these devices need special attention to avoid movement of the probe by the US and correction for thermal conductivity errors in the high temperature gradient fields. A major short coming of invasive thermometry is that it provides only information of the temperature at the location of the probe. As both the clinician and the patient are not enthusiastic to place invasive thermometry catheters knowledge about the 3D temperature distribution is extremely limited. So it is no surprise that in the hyperthermia community great interest exists for non-invasive thermometry using magnetic resonance imaging, i.e. MR-thermometry. In ultrasound based hyperthermia the introduction of non-invasive MR thermometry has enabled the ability of real-time feedback control to carefully adapt the spatial ultrasound energy deposition pattern to obtain an optimal thermal dose delivery [148]. Also hybrid hyperthermia devices have been developed integrating MR-compatible, high energy EMF applicator to realize MR-thermometry guided hyperthermia [149–154].

5.3. Defining thermal dose

From the above it follows that adding hyperthermia to chemotherapy may result in:
• Thermal sensitization of tumor cells for chemotherapy by a factor 1.5–2.5.
• At best a doubling of tumor drug concentration when using standard chemotherapy or non-temperature sensitive liposomal chemotherapy.
• A 2 to 26 fold increase of tumor drug concentration and an improved homogeneity drug absorption between tumor periphery and center, when using temperature sensitive liposomal chemotherapy [133,155].

As explained for many drugs in vivo TER is reported to be maximal for temperatures between 40.0 and 42.5 °C and a heat duration of 30–90 min. This TER temperature range overlaps very well with the required temperature range to enhance perfusion/oxygenation and extravasation for many tumors. The only restriction is to avoid long duration heating at 43 °C to prevent the occurrence of vascular stasis. For a few drugs a threshold temperature of 42.5 °C is mentioned for thermal enhancement. Doxorubicin is one the drugs for which this 42.5 °C threshold applies, however, doxorubicin is also the drug mostly studied using a thermo-sensitive liposome as a smart drug carrier. Here, the great potential of TSL-encapsulated drugs to enhance tumor drug concentration outbalances the benefit of TER and priority should be given to maximally benefit of improved perfusion and extravasation.

When considering the potential contributions via TER versus that of increased drug concentration using TSL chemotherapy, current biological knowledge indicates that the optimal thermal dose should be 40–42 °C for a duration of 30–60 min to achieve maximal treatment outcome. This thermal dose guarantees an effective TER for most drugs and also the highest enhancement of drug concentration via TSL drug delivery. Timing of the drug and hyperthermia application should be simultaneous for free drugs and while TSL drug application should start 20–30 min after start of the hyperthermia treatment to achieve maximum drug delivery. Expressed as CEM43 values the proposed thermal dose translates in a CEM43 of 1 to 15 min.

6. Conclusion

Clinical experience shows that the therapeutic application of hyperthermia in large tumors is characterized by a heterogeneous temperature distribution over the target volume. In general patients tolerated
temperatures in the range of 40–42 °C quite well, whereas higher temperatures are associated with discomfort and pain complaints. Furthermore, temperatures around 43 °C have been associated with an increased probability of acute toxicity and in experimental studies with vascular collapse. Most importantly, the results reported in randomized studies confirm that this realistic thermal dose target results in a significant and relevant improved treatment outcome for the combined treatment arm. Therefore, in current clinical practice consensus exists that the objective of clinical hyperthermia is to aim for target temperatures of 40–42 °C. Extensive research is ongoing to optimize the thermal dose distribution for the individual patient using new advanced hyperthermia technology supported by hyperthermia treatment planning.

When combining chemotherapy and hyperthermia the potential benefits of each of the biological mechanisms and the optimal temperature at which these mechanisms are triggered and its duration have to be taken into account to define the best strategy for thermochemotherapy. Hence, considering the potential benefits of thermal enhancement versus enhanced drug concentration when adding hyperthermia to chemotherapy either applied as free drug or using a thermal sensitive liposomal carrier the optimal thermal dose for thermochemotherapy should be 40–42 °C for 30–60 min or a CEM43 of 1–15 min with the chemotherapeutic simultaneous or 30 min after starting hyperthermia.
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